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The programming system PRIZ combines conventional programming technique with 
automatic synthesis of programs from specifications. It enables one to build specifications 
from descriptions of application domains, They are automatically encoded into propositional 
calculus and used by the system for the program synthesis. PRIZ is not bound to any 
particular problem domain, but applicable for synthesis of programs olving problems of a 
wide class called computational problems. From the theoretical side it has the deductive power 
of the intuitionistic propositional calculus. 
1. Introduction 
The programming system PRIZ combines conventional programming technique with 
automatic synthesis of programs from specifications. Its input language UTOPIST 
(Universal Translator Of Problems Including Specifying Texts) enables one to write 
specifications. Such a specification is automatically encoded into propositional calculus as 
it will be shown in section 4 of this paper, and used by the system for the program 
synthesis. 
However, PRIZ is not problem oriented, but rather method oriented. It is not bound to 
any particular problem domain, but applicable for synthesis of programs solving 
problems of a definite class which we call computational problems. Our method of 
automatic program construction is called structural synthesis. From the theoretical side 
the structural synthesis has the deductive power of the intuitionistic propositional calculus 
(Mints & Tyugu, 1982) or pure typed lambda calculus. (Programs can be built as lambda- 
terms, which are realisations of propositional formulas, see (Kleene, 1952; Howard, 
1980).) 
We can also compare PRIZ with PROLOG. Both of them exploit the structural 
similarity of constructive proofs and programs and build a program by proving 
solvability of a problem. PROLOG system works in a first order calculus and uses 
resolution principle very efficiently. Pure PROLOG handles objects of types zero and one 
(individuals and predicates). The logic of PRIZ system is restricted to propositional level. 
However, it can handle objects of any finite type, because it uses objects which are 
realisations of formulas. (The full force of pure typed lambda calculus is used in PRIZ 
system!) This comparison is illustrated in Fig. 1 where complexity of objects is increasing 
along the horizontal axis and order of logic is shown on the vertical axis. 
Today PRIZ is a program product installed on more than 1000 Ryad computer 
mainframes; it was originally developed as a practical programming system, and the 
Russian abbreviation is deciphered as "programs for solving engineering problems". Its 
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objects 
logical background is not at all visible for a practically minded user. From the user's 
point of view UTOPIST is essentially a nonprocedural language. 
We completely agree with the characterisation or programming in nonprocedural 
languages given by N. S. Prywes and A. Pnueli in the introduction to (Prywes & Pneuli, 
1983). Moreover, PRIZ system is a compiler, like the implementation of MODEL 
language specified in (Prywes & Pnueli, 1983), and both systems use data dependency for 
operations cheduling, i.e., for program synthesis. However, MODEL language is 
oriented on sequential data processing and has specific facilities for representing 
multidimensional rrays. We have no predefined means for array processing in PRIZ. In 
order to process equentially an array or a file one must preprogram proper functional 
constants. We shall demonstrate this in an example of solving minimax problem for 
matrices in the end of section 3 and also in an example of data base language given in 
appendix 4. 
We start our representation of the PRIZ system with a general description of its 
architecture in section 2. Thereafter we describe the nonprocedural part of its input 
language UTOPIST which is intended for writing specifications. In sections 4 and 5 we 
briefly discuss logical basis of the PRIZ system, giving propositional semantics of 
specifications and referring to more detailed papers on logics of structural synthesis of 
programs. Implementation of the synthesizer which is the principal part of PRIZ is 
discussed in section 6. 
2. System Architecture 
Since automatic program synthesis i  the main distinctive feature of PRIZ, we present 
the system here mainly from that angle. The part of the PRIZ system shown in Fig. 2 is 
intended for processing problem statements of the form 
MI -x l ,  9 9 xk --, y (1) 
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which means "Knowing M compute y from xl . . . . .  Xk", i.e. it represents a computational 
problem. The following is an example of the problem statement: 
triangle l -a,  b, c ~ alpha. 
It is assumed that given a specification of M it is possible to obtain the value for y 
depending on the given value of xl . . . . .  xk. (Obviously, the variables xl , . . . ,  xk and y 
must be specified in the specification of M.) 
Actually, PRIZ does more than calculating the value of y. It proves the solvability of 
the problem and from this proof derives a program, which calculates the value. If the 
solvability cannot be proved, then we say that the problem statement is semantically 
invalid. 
An essential part of the system is knowledge base (KB). It contains pecifications of 
concepts and it is easily accessible by a user who can manipulate knowledge by adding 
specifications of new concepts and by editing the existing specifications. From the user's 
point of view the knowledge base constitutes a hierarchy of concepts, for example, as it is 
shown in Fig. 3, where the knowledge base KB immediately contains concepts 
"geometry" and "physics" which in their turn contain "point", "triangle" etc. The 
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Fig. 3. Hierarchy of concepts in knowledge base. 
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specifications are conceptually dependent on each other, because new concepts can inherit 
properties of earlier defined concepts. The inheritance, however, is implemented in such a 
way that changes made in a concept do not influence the meaning of other concepts in the 
case when the latter have been defined by inheritance from the changed one. 
The user interface shown in Fig. 2 includes an editor and compiler for concepts. There 
are a number of commands accepted by the user interface for immediate xecution, such 
as commands for handling knowledge base and for editing a problem specification. The 
PRIZ system can be used as an intelligent personal computing system that accepts 
specifications of concepts, stores them into the knowledge base and solves problems 
represented by problem statements (1). 
The principal part of the PRIZ system is a synthesizer which translates a problem 
statement (1) into a program that performs the task described by this statement. 
The synthesizer takes as input, besides the problem statement, 
--the internal representation f the specification of M, which we call problem model, 
--programs and equations which realise the functional constants used in the problem 
model. 
By proving solvability of the problem, the synthesizer builds the schema of a program 
for solving it. Thereafter, it assembles the program from solving functions of equations 
and program modules from the library. This program can be immediately applied for 
computations, or it can be used in a conventional programming system as any other 
program module. 
The part of PRIZ shown in Fig. 2 is tightly coupled with a conventional programming 
system in the following three ways: 
(1) Any program that satisfies standard calling conventions of the conventional 
programming system can be used as an implementation of some functional constant in a 
specification. 
(2) A synthesized program can be used in the conventional programming system as any 
other program module. It can be represented either in assembler language or as an object 
module. 
(3) Programs written in FORTRAN or assembler language can contain problem 
statements as comments in these languages. These comments are detected by a program 
called "system interface" and processed by PRIZ. The system interface passes such a 
problem statement to the synthesizer. It also finds in the knowledge base the specification 
referred to in the problem statement and passes its internal representation to the 
synthesizer. As the result of all actions, the PRIZ system replaces every problem 
statement by a call to the synthesized program that solves the problem. 
3. Input Language 
The UTOPIST language appeared in 1974 as a problem specification language and it 
obtained its more or less final shape in 1977 (Kahro et al., 1981; Tyugu, 1987). The 
specifications in UTOPIST represent abstract objects (concepts) which can be used for 
creating concrete objects (data structures) in run-time. Only concrete objects possess 
values. An abstract object is a carrier of information about the properties of concrete 
objects and in this sense it is analogical to a class in an object oriented language. 
The goal of a user is to specify an abstract object M, which enables him to represent his 
program by the problem statement (1). 
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This cannot be always done, and a problem must often be broken into subproblems 
where every subproblem can be represented by its own problem statement. Therefore, a
program may contain a considerable imperative part written in a procedural language. 
We are going to consider here only the declarative nonprocedural part of UTOPIST, that 
is the part which is used for specifying abstract objects. 
A specification has the following form 
(identifier): (specifier) 
and it represents an abstract object with the name (identifier) and with the properties 
represented by the (specifier). 
= ~(inheritance)'~ 
(specifier):: /.(compound) J 
The inheritance is a powerful means of the UTOPIST language. The complete syntax 
of inheritance is
(inheritance) :: = (name)[(amendment) . . . .  ] 
In its simplest case the inheritance specifier is just a name of an abstract object. Then the 
new object inherits all the properties of the object that is used as the specifier. There are 
predefined abstract objects numeric, text, boolean and undefined, so we can write 
x: numeric 
b: boolean etc. 
Any object y specified as 
y: undefined 
has no special properties, but it can be redefined later, as we shall see below. 
The compound specifier is a sequence of specifications and relations which, in 
particular, can be expressed by equations. Examples of specifications with compound 
specifiers are, for instance, 
point: (x: numeric; 
y: numeric) 
and 
bar: (PI: point; 
P2: point; 
length: numeric; 
angle: numeric; 
length^2 = (P1. x -P2 .  x)~2 + (P1. y -P2 .  y)^2; 
length* sin (angle) = P2. y-P1 .  y) 
The two equations pecify the properties of a bar operationally, so that they can be used 
for computing the values of coordinates, the length or an angle, depending on the 
problem statement. 
A compound specifier epresents an object that can contain other objects which are 
called then its components. Compound names can be used for naming components of an 
object. A component a of an object b is called b. a outside of b. If b, in its turn, is the 
component of an object c, then outside of c, the name of the inner object is c. b. a, etc. 
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In general a compound specifier has the following form 
(x l  : t l ;  9 9 .; Xk : tk; R I ;  9 9 .; Rm) 
where x~ . . . . .  Xk are identifiers of components, t~ . . . .  , t k are their specifiers and 
R1 . . . . .  Rm are relations. Any component is an abstract object which in its turn is 
specified by a specification. Recursive specifications are prohibited. The value of a 
compound object consists of the values of its components. 
Relations are the means for specifying the properties of objects. A relation included into 
the specification of an object Z represents the constraints on Z. It can also be regarded as 
an implicit or explicit representation f computation of the values of some components 
from the values of other components. A relation can be labelled and this label can be used 
as the name of a procedure or a function. 
Relation can be either an equation or an axiom with realisation. In the case of equation 
the system takes for granted that every variable occurring there can be computed from the 
remaining ones. There are various implementations for solving equations: numeric, 
symbolic and also user-supplied. 
In another case the relation is specified by an axiom of the form 
1 "(name) } , . . . -+  (name)  . . . .  
(ax iom) ' :  = / . ( (name)  . . . .  ~ (name))  
that represent applicability of a program which is realisation of the relation. 
We do not specify the syntax of the realisation. In the simplest case it is a name of a 
program from the program library written in parentheses after the axiom. For example 
X --+ r ( f ) .  
As an example of a compound specification we present here the following abstract 
object: 
matrix : (m : text ;  
e : numer ic ;  
i : numer ic ;  
j : numer ic ;  
create: ~ re (A) ;  
put : m,  i, j ,  e --, re (B)  
get : m,  i, j --+ e (C) ) ;  
This abstract object represents a matrix and it can be used as an abstract data type. 
Here A, B and C are names of the programs which are respectively realisations of the 
relations create~ put and get. 
Let us return now to the inheritance. The name of the abstract object used in an 
inheritance specifier can be followed by amendments which bind components of the 
object. For instance, having specifications of a point and a bar we can write 
P : point x = 0; 
AB : bar length = 15, P1 = P; 
The meaning of amendments x = 0 and length = 15, is obvious. The amendment P1 = P 
in the specification of the bar AB means that the point P1 of the bar AB is the same as 
point P specified above. 
Let us consider an example of a problem shown in Fig. 4. The distance v must be 
computed epending on the value of the angle u. 
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Fig. 4. Example problem. 
If we have specified the point and the bar as shown above, then we can specify this 
problem as follows: 
rnech : (u : numeric; 
v : numeric; 
AB:  bar length = 0.7, P1 = (0, 0), angle = u; 
BC:  bar length -- 1.5, P1 = AB .P2, P2. y = -0.5,  P2 .x = v) 
The problem 
mech[- u -~ v 
is solvable and the algorithm built by the PRIZ system where justification of each step is 
also shown is given in appendix 3. 
This example demonstrates how specifications are used in the PRIZ system, but it does 
not show the logic behind the specifications. This will be considered in sections 4 and 5. 
Let us return to the language itself. 
We can use the amendment 
(name) : (name)  
if the left name belongs to the object which has been specified as undefined. In this case 
this object obtains the type of the object with the name from the right-hand side. This 
gives us generic types. 
Indeed, we can specify 
y : ( . . .  x :undefined; . . . )  
and then use any abstract object z for concretisation of x: 
For  instance, after specifying 
we can create sets 
and 
etc. 
a:y  x :z .  
set: (elem :undefined;. . .)  
points: set elem: point 
people: set elem: person 
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Let us consider a specification for finding in a matrix the row, the maximal element of 
which has the minimal value among maximal elements of all rows. First of all we define a 
concept of maximum: 
max: ( 
arg: numeric; 
fun: numeric; 
maxval: numeric; 
(arg ~ fun) -, maxval (D)) 
We use here a program D for representing a relation specified by the axiom 
(arg --+ fun) --+ maxval. 
This relation binds the maximal value of a function with the function itself represented by 
the subformula 
arg -~ fun. 
The concept of minimum can be specified by using the same program D: 
rain: ( 
arg: numeric; 
fun: numeric; 
negfun: numeric; 
minval: numeric; 
maxval: numeric; 
negfun = - fun; 
minval = - maxval; 
(arg-  --+ negfun) - ~ maxval (D)), 
And the specification of the desired concept minimax is as follows: 
minimax: (
value: numeric; 
m: matrix; 
rl: max arg = re.j, fun = m.e; 
r2: min arg = m.i, fun = r l .  maxval, 
maxval = value). 
The specifications we presented in this example are written in a "weak" specification 
language without using any powerful means for representing the properties of functions. 
Actually, our axioms can represent only the types of functions (possibly of higher order). 
However, we needed here only one predefined functional constant D for a program which 
would find the maximum of a function. 
4. Axiomatic Semantics of Specifications 
A precise representation f the semantics of UTOPIST can be given by means of a 
simple language (to be called the semantic language) which is a restricted (but still 
universal) form of the intuitionistic propositional calculus. The propositional variables X, 
Y etc. express the computability (existence) of values of objects presented by a 
specification. Let us denote the objects by small letters: a, b, x, y, a t, a2 . . . . .  For any 
object x we introduce a propositional variable X which denotes the computability of x. 
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(X is true if x 
propositonal formulas of the following forms: 
is computable or x already has a value). The language includes only 
X~& . . . &X k --, Y ,  (2) 
or in a shorter way: 
as well as 
X--, Y; 
or in a shorter way: 
From the logical 
computational point 
(U~--, V ~) & . . .  & (U"--, V" )~(X~ Y), (3) 
(U~V)  ~(X-~ Y). 
point of view these formulas are implications. But from the 
of view they can be considered as functional dependencies. The 
formulas (3) express functional dependencies of higher order (with functions as 
arguments). 
To analyse the solvability of the computational problem given by a problem 
statement (1) and to find the applicative structure of the resulting program, only the 
purely propositional structure shown explicitly in (2), (3) is essential. However, to write 
the resulting program in all details, formulas (2), (3) have to be expanded as follows 
X -* Y (4) 
f 
and 
(U ~ V) --, (X ~ Y), (5) 
o F(O) 
where g = gl . . . .  , gin. 
Functions f '  F in (4), (5) are realisations of (2), (3) respectively. The formula (4), for 
example, means that the realisation of Y can be computed from the realisations of X by 
means off, or that f is a procedure for computing y from x. The formula (5) means that 
the procedure F produces from any functions g computing v from u some new function 
F(g)  computing y from x. 
Since any computational model consists of specifications, it is sufficient o define a 
function sem which, for any specification S, computes a set sere(S) of formulas of the form 
(4), (5) which are axioms describing the possible computations according to the 
specification S. (A computation with input variables x 1 . . . . .  Xk, and an output variable y 
is possible according to the specification S if and only if the formula Xt&. . .  &Xk -~ Y is 
constructively derivable from sem (S)). The function sere is defined as follows. 
(1) Let t be a predefined type numeric, text, undefined or boolean. Then 
sem (x : t) = r (the empty set) 
Let II be the set of axioms for the type t and H~ is obtained from II by substituting x 
instead of t for every occurrence of t, then 
(2) sere (x :t) = I]~ 
(3) sere (x : (xt : t l ; . . . ;  xk: tk)) = 
= {X~&. . .&Xk- ,X ;X - - ,Xr  U 
X.sem(x  1 : t l )~ . . .  uX .sem(x  k:tk)  
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where X. sem (S) is the set of axioms obtained from sere (S) by adding prefix X. to 
every propositional variable. 
(4) sere (El(x1 . . . . .  Xk) = E2(xt  . . . . .  Xk)) = 
= {XI&. . .  &Xt- l&Xi+ l& . . .  &Xk ~ Xil the equation 
El(x 1 . . . . .  xu) = E2(xl . . . . .  xk) is solvable for xi} 
(5) sere ((u ~ v), x ~ y(G)) -- {(U ~ V) -~ (X ~ Y)}, where G is any realisation 
(6) sem (x : (x 1 : t l ; . . . ;  x k : tk; R t ; . . . ;  R,,)) = 
sem (x: (Xl : t l ; . . . ;  Xk: tk)) ~a sere (R1) u . . .  u sem (R,,), 
where R~ . . . . .  R,, are relations. 
(7) Simple amendment. If the component u of the object y has a type ditferent from 
undefined, then 
sem (x : y u = v) = sem (x : y) w sern (x.u = v) 
(8) Defining amendment. If u is of the type undefined in y, then 
sem(x :yu :v )=sem(x :y )wsem(x .u :v )  
sem (x : y u = v) = sere (x : y u : v) u sem (x.u = v). 
5. Program Synthesis 
The synthesizer of PRIZ employs the schema 
1 II 
SPECIFICATION ~ PROOF ~ PROGRAM. (6) 
Input data for the step I are produced by the function sem described above in the form 
of a sequent F ~ P --* Q with F (the axioms) being the list of propositional formulas (2), 
(3). The proof is a formal derivation of P ~ Q from F according to the so called Structural 
Synthesis Rules (SSR) listed in appendix 1. Its structure and the search strategy is best of 
all illustrated for the case when all axioms in F are of the form (2). Then one proceeds 
stepwise by gradually enlarging the set C of computed variables. Initially this set C for the 
goal sequent F t-P ~ (2 consists of P (since its computability is assumed) and the 
variables given as separate members of F. Each search step simply adds to C all 
conclusions Y of a formula (2) if all premises X1 . . . . .  X k of this formula are already in C. 
Then the formula (2) used in this way is simply discarded. The goal F I- P ~ Q is proved if 
Q is eventually included in C. This proof search can be organised so that it is completed 
in linear time. 
In the case when axioms of the form (3) are present in F, the proof search is more 
complicated and the resulting system turns out to be equivalent o the intuitionistic 
propositional calculus (Volo~ et al., 1982). 
The step II of the schema (6), that is, the extraction of the program from a constructed 
proof uses the same basic ideas as the standard intuitive interpretation for the 
intuitionistic system. Expanded versions (4), (5) of the formulas (2), (3) are used here to 
assign typed lambda-terms (realisations) to the axioms from F, which are beginning 
formulas (leaves) of the proof (tree). Then we can proceed along the applications of the 
rules assigning realisations to further formulas. This assignment (see appendix 2) uses a 
known device traceable to the Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation of intuitionistic 
connectives, or more precisely, the Kleene (1952) realisability. The lambda-term assigned 
to final formula P -~ Q is the schema of required program. 
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The minimax problem described in section 3 can be represented in logical language by 
the following three axioms, where the propositional variables M, I, J, E and 
MAXINROW denote computability ofa matrix, of its number of row, number of column, 
element and maximal element in a row. The variable MINIMAX denotes computability 
of the desired result of the problem. 
M&I&J  ~ E 
get 
(J ~ E) ~ MAXINROW 
m,~ 
(I --* MAXINROW) --, MINIMAX 
rain 
These three axioms are a complete specification for synthesizing aprogram which finds 
the minimal value of maximal elements of rows in a matrix. 
The proof of solvability of this problem is 
M&I&J  -4 E J(J_-4 E) -'* MAXINROW 
M&I  --, MAXINROW (I -, MAXINROW) ~ MINIMAX 
M -4 MINIMAX 
The complete program of this problem is 
~,m min Q,i max (2j get (m, i, j))). 
6. Implementation of the Synthesizer 
The synthesizer shown in Fig. 2 transforms a problem statement into a program for 
solving the problem, using knowledge from a given problem model. It operates exactly in 
accordance with the logic described above. (In this sense the PRIZ system differs from 
PROLOG which, besides the exact logic, allows tricks with cut operator and predicates of 
higher order.) The fact that logics of the PRIZ system is equivalent to the intuitionistic 
propositional calculus (Volo:~ et al., 1982) implies that structural synthesis of programs i
P-SPACE complete. Nevertheless, the synthesizer handles practical problems rather 
efficiently. This is achieved by careful design of internal representation f problem model 
so that its data structures match data flow model of the program to be synthesized. 
Besides that, a restricted but faster strategy based on modal logic $4 can be used for 
program synthesis in many cases (Mints, 1984). 
Let us consider a set F of computability statements representing a problem model, and 
a sequent which must be proved for solving the problem: F [-X ~ Y. A proper data 
structure for representing F is a network. Every propositional variable and every 
computability statement is represented as a node in the network. The node of any 
computability statement is connected with the nodes of the propositional variables which 
occur in this formula. The computability statements are connected with each other in the 
network through the common propositional variables. A position of the propositional 
variable in a formula is represented by a labelling (in, out, argl, resl, arg2, res2 . . . .  ) on 
the edges. Fig. 5(a) shows the network for the minimax problem. 
Having the network representation of the problem conditions, it is possible to 
transform this network into a data-flow schema for any program which can be 
synthesized from these conditions. For this purpose we determine a direction for every 
edge in the network by the following rule: the arrows lead from negative occurrences of 
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~ MINIMAX 
M J 
(b) 
Fig. 5. Internal representation of problen~ model (a) and program schema (b) for nainimax problem. 
propositional variables to positive occurrences of propositional variables. As usually in 
logic, we say that an occurrence of a subformula is negative when it is on the left side of 
an odd number of implications in the formula. Otherwise the occurrence is positive. The 
rule for data flow directions is suggested by SSR rules. A negative occurrence of a 
subformula A ~ B in an axiom determines a description of a function, and its positive 
occurrence introduces a call of the function in the final program. "A" corresponds to the 
input and "B" to the output of the function of the implication A --, B. This gives the 
directions for the edges connecting A and B. 
The directions have already been determined in Fig. 5(a) and the network can be 
considered as a data-flow schema for the minimax problem. Two cycles are visible on the 
data flow schema. The larger (external) cycle 
min argl I in get out E resl max out MAXINROW resl min 
and the internal cycle 
max argl J in get out E resl max 
These cycles correspond to the two subproblems I --* MAXINROW and d ~ E appearing 
in the problem specification. 
The data-flow schema is very useful for building a proof of the solvability theorem. In 
the case where there are only axioms of the form (2) in F, the search becomes a simple 
flow analysis on a graph. (It has been shown by Dikovski (1985) that this search can be 
done in linear time.) If F contains conditional computability statements (3), the search is 
done on an and-or-tree of subproblems. Subproblems are generated for negative 
occurrences of subformulas A ~ B in the computability statements. No pattern matching 
is needed, because the data-flow schema explicitly represents all possible connections 
between the formulas. An algorithm built by the synthesizer contains initially 2 parts: 
(1) data flow schema which is part of the internal representation f the problem model 
(the whole schema in Fig. 5(a) for our example); 
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(2) program schema which determines the order of execution of operators of the data 
flow schema (Fig. 5(b) for our example). 
This representation is translated into the object code of the conventional programming 
system. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
We have presented here PRIZ as a system which automatically transforms problem 
statement (1) into programs, using specifications as a source of information for automatic 
program synthesis. However, the key issues to practical success of PRIZ have been, 
firstly, its ability to support various combinations of manual programming with 
automatic program construction and, secondly, its extensive usage of common program 
libraries. 
There are various ways to combine manual and automatic programming. Quite often 
an engineer specifies in UTOPIST one single model of a device and uses this specification 
for solving various optimisation problems. Optimisation algorithms are presented as 
FORTRAN programs that contain problem statement for finding values of parameters of
the device. Another approach is to write a collection of specifications that represent 
concepts for specifying problems from some restricted domain. This approach is 
demonstrated in appendix 4 for data base problems. 
We hope that, as time passes, the users of PRIZ will develop their own specification 
libraries which are sufficiently rich to cover a number of interesting problem domains. 
Appendix 1 
The inference rules for structural synthesis of programs (SSR) 
~-x-~ v; ~kE, (+_) 
y~-v 
where ~ is a set of sequents for all X in X. 
~- (U ~ V) -,  (X --, Y) ; F J-x; Z, UL_  ~ (_~__)  
F,Z~- Y 
where F-~ X is a set of sequents for all X in X, and Z, U [- V is a set of sequents for all 
(U ~ V), in (U ~ V). 
F,X[- Y (-~+) 
F I-X--' Y 
In fact, the planner of PRIZ uses some additional rules which can be derived from the 
basic ones listed above. For example in the rule (-- , -  - )  the rightmost U above the line 
can be replaced by W&U, and W added below the line. 
The structural synthesis rules described above allow to synthesize applicative programs. 
An option used less frequently permits to synthesize recursive programs. This option has 
some interesting applications, in particular, to the semantics of algorithmic languages 
(Penyam, 1983). 
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Appendix 2 
We present here program derivation rules. Taking into account hat 
X --, Y = (V s)(X(s) -~ Y(f(s))) 
f 
and 
(u  7 v) -~ (x , ,~  v) = (v g)((v u)(U(u) ~ v(g(u))) ---, (v x)(X(x) --, ( r (e (g ,  x))), 
we can extend the inference rules SSR so that they will contain the rules for building new 
terms: 
kx7v;  r t-x(t) 
(---, - )  
r t- v(f(t)) 
[ - (UTV)~(X~Y) ;  F[-X(s);  Z, UkV( t )  ~'(a) (-, - - )  
F, Z ~- Y(F(2u. t, s)) 
F, X [- Y(t) (--, - )  
F~X ~ Y 
;r . t 
These rules represent the method for constructing a program simultaneously with the 
proof. 
Appendix 3 
Computer printout of the algorithm for the problem mech. 
AB,  1 = 0.7-~ AB.  1 
AB.P1  .x  = O--, AB .P I .x  
AB .P1  . y = 0--* AB .P1  . y 
BC.1  = 1 .5~BC.1  
BC.  P2.  y = --(0-5) --. BC.P2.  y 
- " *U  
AB . angle = u --* AB . angle 
sin (AB .ang le )*AB.  1 = AB.P2 .  y - -AB .P1 ,  y ~ AB.P2 .  y 
BC.P1  . y = AB.P2 .  y ~ BC.P1 .  y 
AB .  I *AB.  1 = (AB.P2 .x -AB.P I .x )A2+(AB.P2 .  y -AB.P1 ,  y)^2--.  AB .P2 .x  
BC.P1  .x  = AB.P2 .x - - .  BC .P I .x  
BC.  I *BC.  1 = (BC.P2 .x -BC.P I .x )^2+(BC.P2 .  y -BC.P1 ,  y) '2~ BC.  P2 .x  
BC.P2 .x  = v--~ v 
*** end of algorithm *** 
Appendix 4 
This appendix contains systematic specification of concepts for data description and 
data handling that constitute a data base language. 
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SET 
Let us specify a concept of a set with the following properties: 
(1) A set is an object the value of which is represented by its single nonvirtual 
components "val". 
(2) A set can contain elements of any type, its component "elem" has type undefined. 
All elements of one and the same set must have one and the same type. 
(3) Knowing a property of elements of a set, which determines any element uniquely, it 
is possible to retrieve the element from the set. This property is represented by a 
component "key" of the set. We don't put any restrictions here on the representations of 
keys in the elements. 
(4) It is always possible to select an arbitrary element from a set. If the set is empty, 
then the result of the selection will be the value empty. 
(5) All the sets are finite, and we can arrange the selection of elements in such a way 
that repeating the selection we can get all elements of a set once at a time and after that 
get the value empty. 
In order to express the last two properties we must introduce a component "selector" 
which controls the selection of elements. If it has the value true then one particular 
element of a set is selected. If the value of the selector is false then an element which is 
different from previously selected elements i selected. 
The following specifications can be used for describing a concept with properties listed 
above: 
setl: (val : space; 
elem : undefined; 
key : undefined; 
selector : bool; 
rl : val, selector ~ elem(A); 
r2 : val, key ~ elem(B)). 
This concept doesn't possess any facilities for changing a value of a set. These facilities 
are added in the following version of a set concept: 
set : (copy setl; 
create: ~ val(C); 
addelem : elem, val ~ val(D); 
deletelem : elem, val ~ val(E)) 
Here we use a feature of superclasses, i,e. inheritance of all properties of an abstract 
object by a new defined abstract object which is supported by a very simple construction: 
copy (name) set1; 
which copies the whole specification of setl into the place where it is written. 
We don't discuss implementation of the functions A, /3, C, D, E which represent the 
relations rl, r2, create, addelem and deletelem. But the properties of the set described 
above must be taken into consideration when the functions are being programmed. A 
special care must be taken for satisfying the restrictions (4) and (5). 
SUBSET 
We shall specify a concept of a subset also in the most general way--as a relation 
between two sets which is determined by a predicate p: 
/3 = {xlx ~ A&p(x)}. 
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The value of a subset will be the single nonvirtual component of this concept. 
subset: (copy : set; 
of : set; 
cond : bool; 
R : (of. selector -~ cond), of ~ val(F)) 
In this specification we have used the names "val", "of" and "cond" for the sets B, A 
and for the predicate p respectively. The following are some examples of application of 
these concepts: 
people : set elem = person; 
children : subset of = people, elem = person, 
cond = person, age < 16 
It is easy to demonstrate hat these specifications are sufficient for solving the problem 
people ~ children 
i.e. for finding all children from a given set of people. 
Actually the concept of subset specified above can be used for generating new sets 
which are not contained in any other set. Therefore we shall call this concept also a filter: 
filter : subset 
The following example demonstrates how a set of unitvectors can be specified by using a 
filter which takes points one by one (see the specification of a set) and computes the 
values for vector, mod and vector, arg which constitute a vector. These computations are 
initiated when the subproblem 
of. selector ~ cond 
is solved for the relation R of the filter for unitvectors. 
point : (x, y : num); 
vector : (mod, arg : hum); 
vector, mod = sqrt(x"2 + y^2); 
vector, arg =/ fx  --- 0 & y = 0 then 90 el i fx = 0 & y = 0 then - 90 
elif x > 0 then atan (y/x) elif x < 0 then 180 + atan (y/x) fi; 
points : set of = point; 
unitvectors : filter of = points, elem = vector, cond = vector, mod = 1 
OPERATIONS WITH SETS 
Having two finite sets A and B represented by their components A. val and B. val it is 
possible to build a value of a new set, using set-theoretical operations: union, intersection, 
difference and direct product. The first operation is a partial operation, because we have a 
restriction that all elements of a set must have one and the same type. The specifications 
of operations can be very simple: 
union: (copy set; 
A, B : set; 
R : A, val, B. val -~ wd(G)); 
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intersection: (copy set; 
A, B : set; 
R : A. val, B. val ~ val(H)); 
difference: (copy set; 
A, B : set; 
R : A. val, B.  val --, va/(K)); 
product: (copy set; 
A, B : set; 
R : A. val, B. val ~ (D) 
It may seem that the programs G, H, K, L depend very much on the representation of
sets. But it is not necessarily so, because it is possible to use operations create and 
addelem for constructing new sets and the relation rl for selecting elements of sets which 
are given as operands. 
QUANTIFIERS 
In representing conditions like "there exists an element with the property p in the set S" 
or "all elements of the set S have the property p" we need quantifiers over sets. They can 
be specified analogically to the concept of subset, only the result will be a boolean value 
and not a set value. The specifications of quantitifers are as follows: 
all: (S : set); 
cond : bool; 
result : booI; 
(S. select ~ cond), S. val --* result(M)); 
exist: (S : set; 
cond : bool; 
result : bool; 
(S. select ~ cond), S. val ~ result(N)) 
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